Understanding What Indecent
Solicitation of a Child Is
You've just got home to find some police waiting for you. You have been accused of
indecent solicitation of a child. You may have been aware, maybe you weren't. The
majority of people seeking the representation of an indecent solicitation attorney are
not guilty and therefore need reputable and reliable representation to secure them the
fairest resolution.

It is essential that you secure the services of an indecent solicitation attorney as soon as
possible, as this is a very complex matter and having representation from the start can
help you manage your case more effectively, reaching a faster resolution that is fair. As
mentioned before, many people accused of this aren't even aware that they were
dealing with someone under the age of eighteen.

Indecent solicitation of a child can be in person, online, over the phone or in writing.
You have maybe been chatting to a nice girl on Facebook that you have never met.
You've seen her picture and she looks in her early twenties. Next thing you know you
are being accused of indecent solicitation of a child and you have no idea where you
went wrong. It's understandable that you are scared and have no idea what happens
next. The good news is that when the police pick you up for questioning, it's an
accusation, but as per US law, you are innocent until proven guilty.

The problem is that this type of crime has very serious consequences, so if you are
innocent then you need to ensure you have the best indecent solicitation attorney
representing you. You need to ensure you have someone who has experience with this
type of law, that knows the process and procedures that must be followed and they
should have excellent experience inside the court room, to provide you with the quality
representation that you need to prove your innocence and have the charges dropped.

Now with the majority of defendants being first time offenders, indecent solicitation
attorneys are able to work with that to plead your case, whether you are guilty or not.
In most instances, you were not aware that you were soliciting a child, this is due to the
fact that in the photograph the child has make up on and looks much older, maybe you
have been chatting online for some time and they have even lied about how old they
really are. Whatever the case, ensure you remain honest with your indecent solicitation
attorney and ensure that they have all the facts at their fingertips to provide you with
the quality representation needed to secure you the best resolution in the long run.

Always secure defense as quickly as you can. Ideally the minute you are taken in for
questioning, you should ask for the assistance of your lawyer and give them a call. Do
not answer questions without your lawyer present, so that they can protect you
throughout the proceedings, ensuring your interests are also taken into consideration.

Get together a list of witnesses if you have any. People who can prove that you didn't
do what you are being accused of. If you are being accused of indecent solicitation
online, be willing to give your computer up for investigation. Ensure anything you offer
up to the police for investigation has been approved by your attorney first.

It's also worthwhile supplying your indecent solicitation attorney with some character
references, people you have known for years and that know you well who will confirm
the type of person you are.

It is essential you are aware of the severity of the trouble you are in, In Rhode Island,
United States the minimum sentence for indecent solicitation of a child is five years,
where in Chicago, for example, it varies from four to fifteen years.
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